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Jadeite from Kazachstan

Itmurundy)

Jadeite.Jade)from)Kazachstan)
A)petrological)and)petrographical)analysis)
)
Bachelor)thesis)of)Kris;na)Ernst)
University)Basel)

Jadeite)grain)with)brownish)omphacite)ongrowth)(Ca)metasoma;sm))in)jadeite.jade)
from)Kazachstan.)Photo)with)crossed)polarizers.)©)K.)Ernst,)University)Basel)
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Black)chromite)grain)with)ﬁbrous)kosmochlor)(green))and)surrounded)by)ﬁne)granular))
colourless)jadeite)and)greenish)larger)richterite)(amphibole))formed)during)retrograde)Ca.
supply.)Photo)©)L.)Franz,)University)Basel)

Jadeite rock textures

© T. Cheng!

© Swiss Gemmological Institute SSEF
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Gemtrade Nomenclature
CIBJO:''
The'World'Jewellery'Confedera5on)
)

Jade))

is)a)general)term)describing)two)diﬀerent)minerals)(jadeite)and)nephrite))in)their)
massive)form,)as)polycrystalline,)quasi.monomineralic)rocks.)The)term)jade)is)
usually)used)as)a)suﬃx)aRer)the)mineral)name.)
HOKLAS'''
The'Hong'Kong'Laboratory'Accredita5on'Scheme'(ISO'17025;'2006)'
'

Fei'Cui'

))

is)a)granular)to)ﬁbrous)polycrystalline)aggregate.)It)is)composed)of)jadeite)as)major)
mineral.)It)may)consist)of)other)minor)minerals)such)as)omphacite,)kosmochlor,)
amphibole)and)feldspar.)
)
New'addi.on'2013'to)include)omphacite.)and)kosmochlor.jade)into)the)Fei)Cui)
deﬁni;on)(GAHK))
© Swiss Gemmological Institute SSEF

The Hutton-Mdivani Jadeite necklace

Sotheby‘s)Hong)Kong)April)2014)
Sold)for)world)record)27.4)mio)US$)
)
SSEF)Test)Report)73188)+)Appendix)
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High)translucency)and)excellent)lustre)(A.Jadeite)Jade))

Treated)Jadeite.Jade)(B)+)C)–type))
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Dyed opal from Ethiopia

Dyed)opal)from)Wollo,)Ethiopia)

© Swiss Gemmological Institute SSEF

Dyed opal from Ethiopia

© Swiss Gemmological Institute SSEF
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Treated brown star sapphire (Thailand)
Brown)ar;ﬁcial)resin)in)large)
cavity)at)the)backside)

Fractures)with)air)bubbles)and)Pb.glass)ﬁlling)
showing)air)bubbles)and)„ﬂash“)eﬀects)
© Swiss Gemmological Institute SSEF

Smoked Topaz !!

Jewellery in the barbecue ??!
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A stone from a
very distant star...

Reversible)colour)change)
when)exposed)to)sunlight)
© Swiss
© SSEF Swiss
Gemmological
Gemmological Institute!
Institute SSEF

...or rather from
a “starlet”...

Photochromatic artificial glass

© SSEF Swiss Gemmological Institute!
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Exceptional colour change garnet
140!ct!

Member)of)the)pyrope)–)spessar;ne)series)
with)chromium)and)vanadium)traces)

Exceptional colour change garnet
Colour)change)and)Usambara)eﬀect)!!)
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The classical source:
Spessartine from Kunene, Namibia

21.13)ct)

Spessartine from Nigeria

Total)weight)of)collec;on)328)ct)

45.62)ct)

43.22)ct)

46.38)ct)
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Spessartine from Mogok

Jade,!since!thousand!of!years!
a!mythical!stone!appreciated!
in!Far!East!and!in!the!high!
cultures!of!native!Americans,!
is!currently!again!rising!high!
and!is!sought!after!at!
auctions!in!Hong!Kong!and!
elsewhere.!!

103.979'ct''
34.119'ct''

Spinel from Mahenge

Jade,!since!thousand!of!years!
a!mythical!stone!appreciated!
in!Far!East!and!in!the!high!
cultures!of!native!Americans,!
is!currently!again!rising!high!
and!is!sought!after!at!
auctions!in!Hong!Kong!and!
elsewhere.!!

103.979'ct''
34.119'ct''

Each)Spinel))>)40)ct)
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Epangko spinel mines (near Mahenge)

Spinel from Tajikistan (historic Kuh-i-Lal mine)

Chris;e‘s)Geneva)Sale,)May)2014)
Lot)177)
From)61.50)ct)to)202.67)ct)

©)Chris;e‘s)

With'freshwater'cultured'pearls'

Jahangir Shah Akbar Shah
Jahangir Shah Akbar Shah
(Jahangir)
(Jahangir)

Sahib Qiran-i thani 1043
Sahib Qiran-i thani 1043
(Shah Jahan 1633 - 4 AD)
(Shah Jahan 1633 - 4 AD)

Jahangir Shah Akbar Shah 1016
Jahangir Shah Akbar Shah 1016
(Jahangir 1608 - 9 AD)
(Jahangir 1608 - 9 AD)

Alamgir Shahi 1070
Alamgir Shahi 1070
(Aurangzeb 1659 - 60 AD)
(Aurangzeb 1659 - 60 AD)

With)engravings)of)
ten)Mughal)Emperors)of)the)17th)
and)beginning)18th)Century)
Jahangir Shah Akbar Shah 04
Jahangir Shah Akbar Shah 04
(Jahangir. Date uncertain)
(Jahangir. Date uncertain)

Jahangir Shah Akbar Shah 1017
Jahangir Shah Akbar Shah 1017
(Jahangir 1609 - 10 AD)
(Jahangir 1609 - 10 AD)

Jahangir Shah Akbar Shah
Jahangir Shah Akbar Shah
(Jahangir)
(Jahangir)

Ahmad Shah Durduran 1168
Ahmad Shah Durduran 1168
(Ahmad Shah Durrani 1754 - 5 AD)
(Ahmad Shah Durrani 1754 - 5 AD)

Alamgir Shah ibn Shah Jahan
Alamgir Shah ibn Shah Jahan
(Aurangzeb)
(Aurangzeb)
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Spinel from Vietnam (Luc Yen)

41.99)ct)

Spinel from Vietnam (Luc Yen)

Characteris;c)inclusions)in)
Vietnamese)spinels)

Blue)Co.spinel)from)Vietnam:)
A)spectroscopic)study)
)
Bachelor)thesis)of)Carina)Hanser)
University)Freiburg)i.)Br.)(Germany))

greenish)reac;on)under)UV)light)
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cent. Co-spinel 9 is of dark blue colour, whereas Co-spinel 10 is of cyan colour. Compared

se two samples, Co-spinel 11 is euhedral. It exhibits octahedral crystal faces. However,

crystal faces are broken at some points. Here the cubic fracture pattern can be seen. This

men shows a deep blue colour and is entirely transparent.

Verneuil synth. spinel

9

Blue)Co.spinel)from)Vietnam:)
A)spectroscopic)study)
)
Bachelor)thesis)of)Carina)Hanser)
University)Freiburg)i.)Br.)(Germany))

dark)blue)Co.bearing)
synthe;c)spinel)(Verneuil))

10

11

Sample)from)SSEF)collec;on))
Produced)by)Djeva)SA)(Switzerland))

Figure 3: Digital photos of Co-spinels 9-11

xact colours which have been determined with a Standard Color Book Deluxe applying the

ll color system are given in table 1. As can be seen Co-spinel 1, 2, 3, 7 and 8 show a colour

e.

ple number

-spinel 1

-spinel 2

-spinel 3

-spinel 4

-spinel 5

-spinel 6

light)blue)Ni.bearing)
synthe;c)spinel)(Verneuil))

greenish)reac;on)under)UV)light)

Figure 7: UV-Vis spectra of Co-spinel 9 and 10
Table 1: Colours of Co-spinels 1-11
11 has got peaks of wavelengths
Light source
Sheet The spectrum of Co-spinel
X- value
Y-valueof about 623 nm, 598 nm, 580 nm,
550 nm, 545 nm, 480 nm, 408 and 388 nm (see figure 8).

tungsten
light
10 PB tourmaline
6 from -187
Unheated
Cu-bearing
Mozambique
day light equivalent
7,5 PB
4
7,5
tungsten light
10 PB
5
7,5
10 PB
6
7
day light equivalent
7,5 PB
5
7
5 PB
6
5
tungsten light
5 PB
5
2-4
day light equivalent
2,5 PB
5
2-4
10 PB
5
1,5-2
ED.XRF)spectrum)
10 PB
6
2-2,5
tungsten light
5 PB
11
3-3,5
day light equivalent
5 PB
12
3,5-4
artifical light
5 PB
10
2,5-3
5 PB
11
3
day light equivalent
5 PB
11
3-4,5
5 PB
12
3,5-4
tungsten
light
7,5 PB
6
3,5-4,5 40.96)ct)
UV.Vis.NIR)spectra)
day light equivalent
7,5 PB
6
3,5-4,5

-12-
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Paraiba-tourmaline
intergrown with lepidolite mica

PT!=!Paraiba!tourmaline!
L!=!Lepidolite!

PT"
L"

PT"

L"

L"

PT"

L"

Raman spectra

708

262
405

lepidolite reference

counts

bead 18, purple lepidolite

bead 16, blue tourmaline

728

1065

375

tourmaline reference

Anyolite,!fancy!trade!name!for!zoisiteB
amphiboleBruby!intergrowth.!

500

Raman shift (cm-1)

1000
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Melo pearls
Air)bubbles)and)slight)nega;ve)proﬁle)
of)ﬁlled)cavi;es)at)the)Melo)surface)

Amber)?)

© Swiss Gemmological Institute SSEF

Man-made product of small natural resin
pieces in plastic matrix

© Swiss Gemmological Institute SSEF
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Problem solved at SSEF...

© Swiss Gemmological Institute SSEF

PT!=!Paraiba!tourmaline!
Diamond testing
L!=!Lepidolite!

PT"
L"

PT"

L"

L"

PT"

L"

Anyolite,!fancy!trade!name!for!zoisiteB
amphiboleBruby!intergrowth.!
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diamond testing at SSEF
Diamond)grader)and)
gemmologist)Luc)Phan)@)SSEF)

Vacheron)Constan;n:))
Diamonds)tested)by)SSEF)

Imagine'how'to'sort'out'
imita.ons,'synthe.c'
diamonds,'and'HPHT'
treated'diamonds'from'
these'melée'diamonds'??'

Automated Spectral
Diamond Inspection ASDI

Check)hsp://www.ssef.ch/asdi)
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Ruby necklace of the Tsar…
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…and Queen
Marguerita’s brooch
Emerald!brooch!of!Queen!Marguerita!of!
Savoy!(1851B1926),!and!was!given!to!her!
by!her!mother!the!Duchess!of!Genoa!at!
the!occasion!of!her!marriage!to!Crown!
Prince!Umberto!I!in!1868.!
!
This!brooch!is!actually!the!centreBpiece!
of!her!emerald!necklace.!

What a nice antique
emerald parure

containing)Zambian)emeralds)

20!

Unfortunately fake ...

Chris;e‘s)Geneva)Sale,)May)2014)
Lot)177)

containing)Zambian)emeralds)

Quiz: 109 Emeralds, 6 grossularite garnets and one fluorite.
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Renaissance Necklace

© Swiss Gemmological Institute SSEF

And what’s up with the Royals...

© Swiss Gemmological Institute SSEF
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The Württemberg Parure
a historic pink topaz jewellery set

© Swiss Gemmological Institute SSEF

Pearl and emerald tiara

© Swiss Gemmological Institute SSEF
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Pearl and emerald tiara

Beware'of'hairLstyling'!'

© Swiss Gemmological Institute SSEF

Saltwater)natural)pearl))
33.15)ct)(132.60)grains))
Pearls
half.drilled)
16.5)–)17.4)mm)diameter)
)
SSEF)Test)Report)72642)

)
(Es;mate:)£80,000'L'120,000)
Hammer'Price'£'680,000'
Lot:'1903'
Woolley'&'Wallis'sale'1st'May'2014'
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Abalone pearl
168.78)ct)

namibianhardwood.co.za)

159.75)ct)

306.461)ct))(1225.84)grains))
Length)approx.)83)mm)

Pinctada maculata:
Pipi pearl oyster

25!

Raman'und'luminescence'spectra'of'untreated'an'treated'Pinctada'maxima'
30000"

treated'sample'

25000"

New pearl treatment:

Counts'

20000"

15000"

10000"

untreated'sample'

5000"

0"
0"

1000"

2000"

3000"

4000"

5000"

Raman'shi-'(cm01)'

6000"

7000"

There)was)only)a)slight)increase)in)yellow)seen)
when)comparing)the)treated)samples)with)the)
untreated)ones)submised)to)SSEF.)
)
However,)as)we)have)not)seen)the)original)colour)
of)the)treated)samples,)we)do)not)know)how)
strongly)this)treatment)has)aﬀected)their)colour.)

© Swiss Gemmological Institute SSEF

Melo pearls

26!

Unpolished Melo pearl

Melo pearl with cavity
filled with artifiial resin
Air)bubbles)and)slight)nega;ve)proﬁle)
of)ﬁlled)cavi;es)at)the)Melo)surface)

White)LWUV)reac;on)of)ﬁlled)cavi;es)
© Swiss Gemmological Institute SSEF
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Pearl “chanterelle”

Natural pearls

© Swiss Gemmological Institute SSEF

Distinguishing natural from cultured pearls:

All!saltwater!natural!pearls!except!
the!pearl!in!the!centre!which!is!
a!beadless!saltwater!cultured!pearl!
of!Pinctada(maxima.!

28!

Internal"structure"of""a"natural"pearl"

tiny!aragonite!platelets!(nacre)!

prismatic!calcite!

Pinctada!radiata!
Photo)©)H.A.)Hänni,)SSEF)

X3ray"Microtomography"of"a"beadless"CP"
Photo)©)H.A.)Hänni,)SSEF)

scrolling

Irregular cavity

Beadless!freshwater!cultured!pearl!from!China!(Unio)!
Sample!mxtB1!
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Cultured"pearl"with"a"bead"

drill hole

scrolling

cavity

Beaded!cultured!pearl!from!Pinctada(maxima(
Sample!MXT!14b!(5!microns!resolution)!

bead

nacre!
Organic!matter!(Conchioline)!

Bead!carved!from!MississippiBfreshwater!shell!
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Calcium3oxalate"and"–phosphate"aggregates"
in"human"or"animal"body"

Asselman!et!al.!2003!

J Am Soc Nephrol 14: 3155–3166, 2003

Calcium Oxalate Crystal Adherence to Hyaluronan-,
Osteopontin-, and CD44-Expressing Injured/Regenerating
Tubular Epithelial Cells in Rat Kidneys
MARINO ASSELMAN,* ANJA VERHULST,† MARC E. DE BROE,† and
CARL F. VERKOELEN*

Kidney!stones!as!a!result!of!injured!/!
regenerating!epithelium!cells!in!the!kidneys.!
Nierensteine!
Quelle:!http://swansonhealthcenter.com!

Tokki"Cultured"pearls!

*Department of Urology, Erasmus Medical Center Rotterdam, Rotterdam, the Netherlands; and †Department
of Nephrology-Hypertension, University of Antwerp, Antwerp, Belgium

Abstract. Retention of crystals in the kidney is an essential
early step in renal stone formation. Studies with renal tubular
cells in culture indicate that hyaluronan (HA) and osteopontin
(OPN) and their mutual cell surface receptor CD44 play an
important role in calcium oxalate (CaOx) crystal binding during wound healing. This concept was investigated in vivo by
treating rats for 1, 4, and 8 d with ethylene glycol (0.5 and
0.75%) in their drinking water to induce renal tubular cell
damage and CaOx crystalluria. Tubular injury was morphologically scored on periodic acid-Schiff–stained renal tissue sections and tissue repair assessed by immunohistochemical staining for proliferating cell nuclear antigen. CaOx crystals were
visualized in periodic acid-Schiff–stained sections by polarized
light microscopy, and renal calcium deposits were quantified

with von Kossa staining. HA was visualized with HA-binding
protein and OPN and CD44 immunohistochemically with specific antibodies and quantified with an image analyzer system.
Already after 1 d of treatment, both concentrations of ethylene
glycol induced hyperoxaluria and CaOx crystalluria. At this
point, there was neither tubular injury nor crystal retention in
the kidney, and expression of HA, OPN, and CD44 was comparable to untreated controls. After 4 and 8 d of ethylene
glycol, however, intratubular crystals were found adhered to
injured/regenerating (proliferating cell nuclear antigen positive) tubular epithelial cells, expressing HA, OPN, and CD44
at their luminal membrane. In conclusion, the expression of
HA, OPN, and CD44 by injured/regenerating tubular cells
seems to play a role in retention of crystals in the rat kidney.

The development of kidney stones requires formation of crystals followed by their retention in the kidney (1). Crystal
retention could be caused by adherence of crystals to the
epithelial cells lining the renal tubules (2). Although many
investigators recognized a role for renal tubular injury in the
pathophysiology of nephrolithiasis, definite proof for this concept and the mechanisms involved are not yet available (3–7).
Most kidney stones are predominantly composed of precipitated calcium salts, the most common of which is calcium
oxalate monohydrate (5). Studies with renal tubular epithelial
cells in culture showed that confluent monolayers of distal
tubule/collecting duct–like MDCK-I cells are nonadherent to
calcium oxalate monohydrate crystals (8). In contrast, crystals
bind to cells in subconfluent cultures and in confluent monolayers recovering from mechanical injury (9). The glycosaminoglycan hyaluronan (HA) was identified as a major crystal-

binding molecule at the surface of MDCK-I cells (10) and of
human renal tubular cells in primary culture (11). In addition, it
was found that crystal-binding cells not only expressed HA at
their apical surface but also osteopontin (OPN) and CD44 (11).
HA is a high molecular mass polysaccharide (!106 Da),
composed of linear polymers of a repeating disaccharide structure of alternating glucuronic acid and N-acetylglucosamine. In
the kidney, HA is hardly detectable in the cortex but is abundantly present as the main component of the renal inner medullary interstitium (12). HA in the kidney is upregulated during
various inflammatory disease states (13–17). OPN is a glycoprotein and is widely spread throughout organs and tissues,
including the kidney. In the healthy kidney, OPN is confined to
the distal parts of a subset of nephrons. During various types of
inflammation, however, renal OPN is severely upregulated in
most segments of the nephron (13,14,18 –20). The transmembrane protein CD44 is a cell surface receptor for both HA and
OPN (21,22) and also is upregulated during inflammation in
the kidney (13,14). The present study was conducted to investigate whether in vivo renal tubular injury and HA, OPN, and
CD44 expression are involved in crystal retention.

Received April 22, 2003. Accepted September 7, 2003.
Correspondence to Dr. Marc E. de Broe, University of Antwerp, Department
of Nephrology-Hypertension, p/a University Hospital Antwerp, Wilrijkstraat
10, B-2650 Edegem/Antwerpen, Belgium; Phone: #32-3-821-3421; Fax:
#32-3-829-0100; E-mail: debroe@uia.ua.ac.be
M.A. and A.V. contributed equally to this work.
1046-6673/1412-3155
Journal of the American Society of Nephrology
Copyright © 2003 by the American Society of Nephrology
DOI: 10.1097/01.ASN.0000099380.18995.F7

Materials and Methods
Experimental Design
Male Wistar rats (300 to 350 g) were obtained from the Central
Animal Breeding Center (Harlan, Zeist, the Netherlands) and divided
into three groups (n " 9 each) receiving drinking water supplemented

Photo!©!H.A.!Hänni,!SSEF!
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Formation"model"
for"Tokki"
cultured"pearls"

;ny)) CaCO3)
;ssue)) )„spot“)
piece)

graRing)

conchioline.rich))
)layers)

forma;on)of))
independent))
addi;onal)CP)

Two tissues
become one

docking)of))
;ssue)
Tokki'pearl''
addi;onal)CP)
„wrapping“)
on)beaded)CP) and)nacre)cover)
Addi.onal''
cultured'pearl''

;ny)) CaCO3)
;ssue)) )„spot“)
piece)

graRing)

forma;on)of))
independent))
addi;onal)CP)

addi;onal)CP)
remains)loose)

©!M.S.!Krzemnicki,!2011!

Loose"additional"cultured"pearl"(Tokki)"

Sample!mxt!37_20!!
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Marie et al. Proteome Science 2010, 8:54
http://www.proteomesci.com/content/8/1/54

RESEARCH

Open Access

Proteomic analysis of the organic matrix of the
abalone Haliotis asinina calcified shell

Genetic"investigations"on"shells:"

Benjamin Marie1*, Arul Marie2, Daniel J Jackson3, Lionel Dubost2, Bernard M Degnan4, Christian Milet5,
Frédéric Marin1*
Abstract

Marie!et!al.!2010!

Background: The formation of the molluscan shell is regulated to a large extent by a matrix of extracellular
macromolecules that are secreted by the shell forming tissue, the mantle. This so called “calcifying matrix” is a
complex mixture of proteins and glycoproteins that is assembled and occluded within the mineral phase during
the calcification process. While the importance of the calcifying matrix to shell formation has long been
appreciated, most of its protein components remain uncharacterised.
Results: Recent expressed sequence tag (EST) investigations of the mantle tissue from the tropical abalone (Haliotis
asinina) provide an opportunity to further characterise the proteins in the shell by a proteomic approach. In this
study, we have identified a total of 14 proteins from distinct calcified layers of the shell. Only two of these proteins
have been previously characterised from abalone shells. Among the novel proteins are several glutamine- and
methionine-rich motifs and hydrophobic glycine-, alanine- and acidic aspartate-rich domains. In addition, two of
the new proteins contained Kunitz-like and WAP (whey acidic protein) protease inhibitor domains.
Conclusion: This is one of the first comprehensive proteomic study of a molluscan shell, and should provide a
platform for further characterization of matrix protein functions and interactions.
Mar Biotechnol

Fundamential!knowledge!about!biomineralisation!

DOI 10.1007/s10126-011-9400-9
Background
The calcified molluscan shell is an excellent model with
ORIGINAL ARTICLE
which to study the process of biomineral formation. The
wide morphological diversity of shell-bearing molluscs
(bivalves, gastropods, cephalopods, monoplacophorans
and scaphopods) also extends to a tremendous diversity
of shell micro-textures. Despite this diversity, molluscan
shells are produced by an evolutionarily homologous
structure known as the mantle. The polymorph of
CaCO 3 (primarily aragonite or calcite), along with all
other nano-scale features of the biomineral, are thought
to be determined and regulated by an extracellular ‘cellNing Wang & Shigeharu Kinoshita & Naoko Nomura &
free’ matrix that is secreted by the mantle. This matrix
Chihiro Riho & Kaoru Maeyama & Kiyohito Nagai &
is incorporated into and surrounds nascent CaCO3 crysShugo Watabe
tals during shell growth. Even though it constitutes only
a small part of the total shell weight (1-5%), this matrix
is clearly essential for initiating biomineral formation

and imparting critical physical properties to the shell
such as fracture resistance. The biochemical characteristics of the matrix, usually purified and studied following
decalcification of the shell, indicate that it is comprised
of a heterogenous set of macromolecules including

hydrophobic ‘framework’ proteins and soluble
The Mining of Pearl Formation chitin,
Genes
in Pearl Oyster
proteins and glycoproteins [1]. However, relatively few
matrix proteins have been identified and characterised
Pinctada fucata by cDNA Suppression
from abalone shells, perhaps the best-studied gastropod
Subtractive Hybridization
biomineralisation system. To date these include Lustrin-

Wang!et!al.!2011!

A [2], Perlucin [3], Perlustrin [4], AP7, AP24 [5], Perlwapin [6] and Perlinhibin [7].
Jackson et al. [8-10] employed a high-throughput EST
sequencing strategies in order to identify gene products
that may be directly involved in shell formation of the
tropical abalone Haliotis asinina. Hundreds of conceptually translated proteins putatively related to shell calcification were identified using this approach, however
Received: 16 April 2010 / Accepted: 29 June 2011
none of these have been directly characterized from the
Springer Science+Business
Media, LLC 2011
*#
Correspondence:
benjamin.marie@u-bourgogne.fr;
frederic.marin@ushell. Furthermore, this approach cannot accurately disbourgogne.fr
1
UMR 5561 CNRS, Biogéosciences, Université de Bourgogne, 21000 Dijon,
criminate between proteins required for non-mineralising
France
fore, theand
data
fromdirectly
this work
will in
initiate
new round of
Abstract Recent researches revealed the regional prefer- functions,
those
involved
shell aformation.
Full list of author information is available at the end of the article
pearl formation gene study and shed new insights into
ence of biomineralization gene transcription in the pearl
© 2010 Marie et al;mainly
licensee BioMed
is an Open Access
article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
biomineralization.
oyster Pinctada fucata: it transcribed
the Central
genesLtd. Thismolluscan
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in
responsible for nacre secretion
in mantle
pallial,
whereas
any medium,
provided
the original
work is properly cited.
Keywords Pinctada fucata . Pearl formation . Suppression
the ones regulating calcite shells expressed in mantle edge.
subtractive hybridization . Real-time PCR
This study took use of this character and constructed the
forward and reverse suppression subtractive hybridization
(SSH) cDNA libraries. A total of 669 cDNA clones were
Introduction
sequenced and 360 expressed sequence tags (ESTs) greater
than 100 bp were generated. Functional annotation associPearl formation is a direct consequence of continuous
ated 95 ESTs with specific functions, and 79 among them
precipitation of calcium carbonate on given nucleus
were identified from P. fucata at the first time. In the
with an enigmatic regulation mediated by the secretions
forward SSH cDNA library, it recognized mass amount of
Recent Advances in Pearl Research,
from molluscan mantle tissues. The interplay between
nacre protein genes, biomineralization genes dominantly
Eds., S. Watabe, K. Maeyama and H. Nagasawa, pp.
00–00.
the organic molluscan secretions and the inorganic
expressed in the mantle pallial, calcium-ion-binding genes,
©
by
TERRAPUB,
2013.
calcium carbonate produced the pearl layers with
and other biomineralization-related genes important for
unique microstructural features, marvelous mechanical
pearl formation. Real-time PCR showed that all the
stiffness, and fantastic optical properties (Addadi and
examined genes were distributed in oyster mantle tissues
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Abstract—Tahiti’s pearl farming industry plays a major socio-economic role in

Gueguen!et!al.!2013!

French Polynesia. In an increasingly competitive market where the production
of high quality pearls becomes essential, research can help secure and ensure
sustainable production. In that context, Ifremer, in close collaboration with the
“direction des resources marines” (French Polynesian government agency) has
developed research projects on the “sustainable development of pearl farming”.
This program is organized along 3 axes: (1) understanding the animal physiology
and initiating a genetically selective breeding program of donor oysters; (2)
understanding pearl oyster larvae dispersal and recruitment; (3) understanding
the molecular mechanisms underlying biomineralization processes during
shell and pearl formation. It is in this frame that we have developed a highthroughput Expressed Sequence Tags pyrosequencing program on the calcifying
mantle, combined with proteomic analyses of the shell and pearl. We analyzed
276738 EST sequences, leading to the constitution of a P. margaritifera mantle
transcripts catalogue of 82 sequences potentially involved in biomineralization.
Our results provided direct evidence that our ESTs data set covers a large
number of the matrix proteins of P. margaritifera. In addition, our proteomic
analysis enabled us to retrieve, in silico, all the sequences from P. margaritifera
involved in the biomineralization process already published on databases.
Integration of these two methods allowed, for the first time, the global
composition of calcifying tissue and calcified structures to be examined in
tandem.
Keywords: pearl oyster, biomineralization, Pinctada margaritifera
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In French Polynesia, cultured pearls are the product of grafting and rearing of
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Abstract
We report the first successful extraction of oyster DNA from a pearl and use it to identify the source oyster species for the
three major pearl-producing oyster species Pinctada margaritifera, P. maxima and P. radiata. Both mitochondrial and nuclear
gene fragments could be PCR-amplified and sequenced. A polymerase chain reaction-restriction fragment length
polymorphism (PCR-RFLP) assay in the internal transcribed spacer (ITS) region was developed and used to identify 18 pearls
of unknown origin. A micro-drilling technique was developed to obtain small amounts of DNA while maintaining the
commercial value of the pearls. This DNA fingerprinting method could be used to document the source of historic pearls
and will provide more transparency for traders and consumers within the pearl industry.
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Introduction

are found in Australia, Burma, Indonesia and the Philippines [6],
[7], [18]. Pearls from P. margaritifera are called black cultured pearls
(or Tahitian cultured pearls) and are now produced mainly in
French Polynesia, Fiji, Cook Islands and Micronesia [7], [19],
[20], [21]. Akoya cultured pearls are produced mainly in China,
Japan and Vietnam [6], [7]. Pearls from P. radiata are cultured
exclusively in the Arabian/Persian Gulf. The majority of natural
pearls come from P. radiata oysters, due to a long history of pearl
fisheries in the Arabian/Persian Gulf [22]. Although they play a
smaller role in the natural pearl trade, P. maxima and P. margaritifera
oysters have produced many natural pearls of considerable size
over the last centuries [4], [23], [24]. Natural pearls have a very
small niche market and remain very rare because of extremely
limited production in recent decades [8].
A cultured pearl consists of nacreous aragonite (calcium
carbonate, CaCO3) tablets (Fig. 1E) bound by an organic matrix
that covers a nucleus typically made from freshwater mussel shell
material (Fig. 1C and Fig. 1D) [25], [26]. A cultured pearl results
from a surgical operation that subjects the oyster to a humaninduced injury. After a marine pearl oyster has reached a suitable
size, a small piece of external mantle tissue from a donor oyster is
inserted along with a nucleus (a spherical piece of mussel shell, also
called bead) (Fig. 1C) into a host oyster’s gonad. The grafted
mantle cells form a pearl sac that is responsible for secreting and
enveloping the implanted material with aragonite, ultimately
resulting in a pearl [27], [28]. The growth of a cultured pearl
usually takes 6–24 months during which the cultured pearl obtains
a nacreous overgrowth between 0.5 mm and 2 mm [7].
The nacreous part of a pearl consists of approximately 92%
CaCO3, 4% organic matter (OM), 4% water and minute amounts
of residual substances [29]. The OM (consisting mostly of
conchioline and porphyrines), which is also secreted by the pearl

Pearls produced by oysters of the Pteriidae family are among the
most valuable and oldest gems. Oyster shells and pearls have been
used for human adornment since antiquity [1], [2], [3], [4], [5],
[6]. Today pearls are cultured in domesticated saltwater oysters
and freshwater mussels and have become a billion dollar industry
[7]. Whereas a natural pearl forms without any human
intervention in a wild oyster, a cultured pearl is the result of a
human-induced injury. The value assigned to a pearl depends
largely on its quality, rarity, and whether it originated naturally or
through culture [8]. Thus there is significant interest in being able
to scientifically document the provenance of both historic natural
pearls [8], [9] and modern cultured pearls. This is rarely possible
for the most valuable white to slightly cream-colored pearls using
current methods such as UV-visible photospectrometry and microRaman spectroscopy [10], [11], [12], [13]. The higher value of
natural pearls has led to many fraudulent attempts to pass off
cultured pearls as natural ones [14], [15], [16]. To date, the
distinction between natural and cultured pearls has been based on
X-ray shadow images (Fig. 1A, Fig. 1B and Fig. 1C) and more
recently X-ray computer microtomography [15]. Other acts of
fraud involve using cultured pearls from Pinctada maxima and P.
margaritifera to resemble natural pearls from P. radiata [17].
Although all three types of oysters have been fished for centuries
in the quest for natural pearls, those from P. radiata from the
Arabian/Persian Gulf (‘‘Basra Pearls’’) have traditionally been the
most coveted [6].
Marine cultured pearls are produced mainly in three species of
oysters: P. margaritifera, P. maxima and the Akoya pearl oyster (P.
fucata-imbricata-martensii-radiata complex) (Fig. 1D). The P. maxima
oysters that produce white and golden South Sea cultured pearls
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ABSTRACT. For this radiocarbon study, 7 saltwater pearls and 3 shells from pearl oysters have been analyzed. The declared
ages of the samples range from the mid-19th century to very recent formations. The analyzed data show the potential of the
bomb peak time marker to provide additional information when testing pearls. The analyzed pearls could be distinctly separated in pearls of pre- and post-bomb peak ages, in agreement with the distinction based on the declared ages. The analyzed
data further reveals the potential of this method to provide supporting evidence for the historic provenience of a pearl or as
an indication of a natural or cultured formation of a pearl.

INTRODUCTION

Due to their beauty, pearls have been used for adornment since prehistoric times and are among the
most prized jewels, as they connote not only beauty and rarity, but also status and have thus been
used as means of representation in many cultures since ancient times (Kunz 1908). Famous historic
jewels and ornaments with pearls are known from the treasures of the royal courts in Europe, Russia,
the Middle East, India, and China (Bennett and Mascetti 2007; Scarisbrick 2008).
With the development of pearl cultivation in the beginning of the 20th century, pearls have gained a
much-increased accessibility and popularity when compared to previous ages. Now the pearl trade
is a multibillion share of the worldwide jewelry market. Its products range from low-quality and
inexpensive freshwater cultured pearls to rare and highly sought after natural pearls of historic provenance, such as the La Peregrina pearl (Figure 1). This natural pearl was sold in December 2011 for
11 million US dollars at auction (Christie’s 2011), the highest price ever paid so far for any pearl.
The price for this pearl is mostly linked to its historic provenance, being documented and depicted
in paintings since the 16th century (Hans Eworth 1554, in Cooper 2008; Diego Velazquez 1634, in
Lopez-Rey 1996; Finlay 2007).

Krzemnicki & Hajdas, 2013 (Radiocarbon)!
Pearls are calcium carbonate (CaCO3) concretions, formed by biomineralization by both freshwater
and saltwater mollusks (Gutmannsbauer and Hänni 1994; Southgate and Lucas 2008). We can distinguish between natural pearls, which form accidentally within a mollusk, and cultured pearls that
are the result of a grafting process being cultivated and harvested from a certain shell species (e.g.
Pinctada maxima, Pinctada margaritifera, Pictada fucata, Unio) (Strack 2006; Müller 2009). As
there is commonly a large price gap between natural pearls and cultured pearls, the trade relies on
specialized gemmological laboratories to identify pearls and to distinguish natural from cultured
pearls. Identification if a pearl grew as natural or cultured pearl is commonly based on radiography,
X-ray luminescence, and X-ray computed µ-tomography, combined with X-ray fluorescence
(EDXRF), Raman microspectrometry, UV-Vis-NIR reflectometry and meticulous microscopic
examinations (Anderson 1931; Elen 2002; Hänni 2006; Barnard and de Waal 2006; Sturman 2009;
Krzemnicki et al. 2010). Recently, radiocarbon dating appeared as a new approach in pearl testing
(Hänni 2008; Krzemnicki 2010; Hainschwang et al. 2010). It is the aim of this study to establish
whether this method could reveal evidence for a pearl’s historic provenance, and if it would distinguish between natural pearls and cultured ones.

© 2013 by the Arizona Board of Regents on behalf of the University of Arizona
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Figure 4. Calibrated of ages of two historic pearls ETH-46322 and ETH-46323 that were
formed before the bomb peak. Both pearls originate from the Arabian Gulf, and were
calibrated using marine calibration curve INTCAL09 (Reimer et al. 2009) and R=190±180
yrs.
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Sample ETH-46319, a large pearl from Pinctada maxima (Fig. 3) - although declared being
pre-1950 - reveals a historic age of 1623-1781AD (2 sigma probability). From the
information of the collector, the measured 14C age is possible, but unfortunately not well
documented. However, despite the unknown accuracy of the historic age, the age provided
by the radiocarbon age determination allowed us in this specific case, to unambiguously
identify the sample as a natural pearl, although previous testing with radiography and X-ray
computed µ-tomography was not conclusive. The fact, that cultured pearls from Pinctada
maxima of such large size were only produced commercially after the “bomb peak” and the
pre-bomb radiocarbon age helped to resolve the problem. For the seven more recent pearls
and shell samples, which formed distinctly after the bomb-peak, the calculated and corrected
14
radiocarbon ages are in four cases are quite well matching with the “declared” ages (ETH46324, ETH-46325, ETH-38493, ETH-46326), whereas the cultured pearl from Japan
as"an"additional"test"to"support"distinction"between"natural"and"cultured"pearls"
(ETH-46327) with a declared age of 1982 and the two cultured pearls from Indonesia (ETH46320, ETH-46321) from 2009 reveal older ages. This again might indicate some variability
in reservoir ages of this region that affects our results. Nevertheless, the pearls detect bomb
14
C, which shows
the potential of 14C for detection of this time marker.
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Conclusions
This study has shown that radiocarbon age determination can provide additional and
valuable information when testing pearls. We can distinguish two very different scopes. In
the case of antique jewellery and treasures, age determination may support evidence for their
Only!natural!
historic
provenance (e.g. sample ETH-46322). This can be of high importance, especially in
thepearls!in!the!
case of pearls of iconic significance in cultural history. A pearl set in a historic jewellery
trade!
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